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Abract: The distribution of zeros of the semiclassical orthogonal polynomials with weights G(x) = s(x)w,(x), W,(X) 
denoting a classical weight function and a(x) being equal to 1 x - c 1 or x2 + c*, is investigated via the Newton sum 
rules of zeros (i.e, the sums of the rfh powers of zeros). Recursion relations satisfied by these sum rules for 
semickssical Legendre, Laguerre and Hermite polynomials are explicitly given. Extensions to other semiclassical 
polynomials are indicated. 
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The study of semiclassical orthogonal polynomials (SOP) has had an increasing development 
in the last few years for both, continuous [4,7,9,11,12] and discrete cases [3,10]. This study should 
be considerably extended in the next few years because the polynomials orthogonal with respect 
to a distribution function that is equal to a pure polynomial multiplied by a known weight, and 
among them semiclassical orthogonal polynomials, have a very important role to play in the 
quantum mechanical treatment of the physical many-body systems. This is so because of the 
applications of the Lanczos algorithm [6,13] to tridiagonalize the physical Hamiltonian operator 
in various branches of theoretical physics, as it is pointed out in [2], where several specific 
physical cases are mentioned (e.g., the group orbitals in chemisorption theory [S]). A consequence 
of this fact is that the zeros of the SOP may be physically significant since they may represent the 
energy of the state of a physical system when its associated Hamiltonian is expressed in the 
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approximation 1141. To the best of our knowledge there is not any known-trivial 
f these polynomials published in the literature. 
trate on the SOP associated to the weight function E(x) = n( x)w( x), 
al and w(x) a classical weight (Laguerre, Jacobi, Her-mite). P,(x) 
will denote the classical and the corresponding semiclassical orthogonal polynomials, 
tively. Our aim is to investigate the distribution of zeros of these SOP by means of the 
sum rules which are rth power sum symmetric functions of the zeros. The Newton sums 
q, r=o, ld... of a polynomial are the sums of the rth powers of zeros of it, i.e., 
R 
Of course, Y, = n. These sums will be calculated in terms of the parameters characterizing the 
This will be done with a two step method. First we generate the 
equation following a modified Shohat method [11,12] and then we use a 
e the quantities Yr from the differential equation [l]. 
derivation of the differential equation involves lengthy calculations, unless a symbol 
package (REDUCE, MACSYMA, SMP) is used, we work out in detail only the 
following poLynomial casesi 
Semiclassical Legendre P’(x; c). Two different weights are considered: E(x) = 1 x - c I, 1 c 1 
31; 3(x)=x2+1. 
Semi~cal Laguerre~~(x; c) : E(x) = (x - c) ewx, c < 0. 
SemiWd Hermite E&(x; c) : E(x) = (x2 + c2) ewx2. 
The Newton sums corresponding to these polynomials are given in Section 2. Their derivation 
and indications to extensions to other polynomials are given in Section 3. Finally some 
concluding remarks and the pertinent references are mentioned. 
The on sum rules of zeros Yr of the previously mentioned SOP are as follows. 
2.1. Semichssical Legendre li,(x; c), E(x) = 1 x - c I, I c I 2 I 
y (n+w:+l,c-(2n+l)P,: 
1 = (2n + l)P$ ’ 
y = y2+ (n+l)P,2,+4ncP$ 
2 2nkm: y + 
(rz+l)cP,Z,+(nZ-l)P,*, 
1 1 &Pm; 9 
’ = (2n - 4)ai2) + a$*) ( [ (2n - 3)ag2) + a$‘)] Y2 + u$~)Y~ + 2aS)Y,Y2 
(1) 
(2) 
+ [an -l)a$2)+4z~1)]YI +n(n-l)a,(Z)+naf)], (3) 
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r, = (2n _ 9 &) + @) ( [@n - 4 aF) + 4’1 y3 + ai2N2 + 2ai2%Yi 
+ ai2)Yt + 2ai2)Y,Y2 + [ (2n - 3) ai2) + al(l)] yZ 
+ [2(n - l)a1(2) +a&1)]YI+n(n-l)a~2J), 0 
-1 
’ = (2n - 6)ai2) + a$‘) 
( 2ai2) [ Y,Y, + Y&l + [ (2n - 5)ai2) + a$‘)] Y4 
+ai2)[ Y: + Z&Y,] + [(2n - 4)ai2) + a{‘)] y3 + 2a$2)Y,Y2 
+ ai2)q2 + [ (2n - 3) ai2) + a&‘)] Y2 + 2( n - 1) ab2)Y, ) (5) 
r-3+k 
(2 n-r)ah21Y,_,+ i [(2n-r-k)aS)+af)]Y,_,_,= - i a% c F-2+k-,I: 
k=l k-l t=l 
(6) 
for r 2 3, where a,(‘), i = 0, 1, 2, 3, and ay), j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, are the coefficients of the 
polynomial factors of the differential equation satisfied by the semickssical Legendre set, which 
is derived in Section 3, where the explicit values of these coefficients are given (see expressions 
(2%(31)). 
2.2. Semiclassical Legendre P, (x; c), E(x) = x 2 + 1 
In this case, all odd quantities Y, are zero, i.e.: Y2r_l = 0, r 2 1, and the even ones are as 
follows: 
% 
2n (n + L;in + 3) ai2) 4 = - - P___ .- - - 
2n+l 2n + 1 ai2J 2(2n + l)ag) ’ 
with 
RI= [ 
pi27 2n4 + 12n3 + 12n2 - 18n - 241 n+2 - n (n + 1) P,2+2,1 
-(n + l)( n + 2)(n + 3) P5, 9 
with 
-n(n - 3)aS)}, 
R,= -n (n + 1)2p2,2,1 - (n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3)P,‘., - $P$, 
(8) 
1 
’ = (2n + 3) ag2) 
([2ap + (2n - 5)ai2)] & + [2aS - (2n + l)ap] y4 - ap’G2 
- 2ai2)yzy4} (9) 
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2q-1+2k 
n - o - k, - I] @yaq+k) + i &-&q+s) = - i a$! c &(q+k)-,Yt 
k=Q S=l k=O t=l 
Here the notations P,,I = P,(i) and Pm7 = PnB1 Pm+&* have been adopted, and the 
are the coefficients of the polynomial factors of the differential equation satisfied 
the semiclassical Legendre set, whose expkit values are given in Section 3 (see expressions 
2.3. Semichsical Laguerrre I(x; c), C(x) = (ic - c) eax 
3 =&((n+l)[Lz,-&] +(n’-c-l)L,*,), (11) 
1 
r,= - 
L,*c I[ 
21zL,*,- (n+ l)A,,]Y, + (n f 1)3A,,- c(n + l)L&+ c(2n -n2+ l)L,*,}, 
02) 
with 4u.r = L,(c)9 Ln*c =Ln,cL,+l.c and 4, = (Ln+l,c - Ln,c)2- 
J5 = -1( [(2n - 3) ai2) + a$‘)] Y2 + a$2)Yt t [2(n - 1) a$2Jaf)] YI + nail) ai*) 
+n(n - l)a,o3, (13) 
Y4 =jj([2(n-l)a~2~+ap’]YI+2a$2~YIY2+a$2~&2+ [(2n-3)a$2)+afJ]Y, 
+ [2(n - 2) ai2) + a$‘)] y3 ) 
(14 
and 
r-2+s 
ai”Y r+3+ i [(2n-r-k)a~2G-a~!&_,+k= - i ai2) C Y,-l+,-X 
k=l S=l t=l 
(1% 
for r 3 2. Here, the a-coefficients are the coefficients of the polynomial factors of the differential 
on satisfied by the semiclassical Laguerre set, whose explicit values are given in Section 3 
(see expressious (35)-(37)). 
2.4. Semichssical H&mite HJx; c), ii;(x) = (x2 + c2) eBxz 
In this case, all odd quantities Y, are zero, i.e.: Y2,_1 = 0, r >, 1, and the even ones are as 
follows: 
y 
2 
= 
4c2+(n+l)(n+2) + 2H& 
2 ai ’ (16) 
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y 
= 
y (2n - l)ui2) - 2ai2) 
4 2 2ai2’ 
% =&j(n(n-l)~~[a$~)-a$~)] +[2c2u$2)(c2-3)+a$2)(2n+1-2c2)]yZ 
4 
+ [ ai2)(2n - 3) - 2ai2)] y4) (18) 
and 
i: (2n - 2q - k)a$2?lY2(q+k_l) + i a~~_&~,+,, = - i a$f2q-~2k Y2(q+k)_tq 
k-l s=l k=O t=l 
(19) 
for q > 1. Here we have used the notation & = H,( ic), H,*, = H,,H,+ 2,C and the a-coefficients 
are the coefficients of the polynomial factors of the differential equation satisfied by the 
semiclassical Hermite set, whose explicit values are given in Section 3 (see expressions (38)-(40)). 
3. Derivation and extensions 
To prove the results of the previous section, we begin with the generation of the second-order 
differential equations satisfied by the polynomials p,(x; c) orthogonal with respect to the weight 
function W(x) = W( x)w(x> when a(x) is equal to 1 x - c 1 or x2 + c2. To do that we start from 
the known relations of the classical orthogonal polynomials P,(x): 
ap,” + rP; + + t&P, = 0, (20) 
xel = %P,+l + &P, + Ynp,-19 (21) 
uPi = aXP,+, + (p,* +xu,*)P,, (22) 
where the polynomials u and 7 as well as the coefficients ~)n, a,,, &, yn, at,*, j$,* and yn* are 
tabulated [8]. 
Following a recent approach [11,12] w&ich extends and modifies a Shohat’s idea 1151, one 
obtains that the semiclassical polynomial P,(x; c) hlfils the following differential equation: 
(i) If a(x) = 1 x - c I, 
(ane,)~;‘(x; c) + (2ae,+8765,+~~J~)~~(x; c) + (~(9~ t G,,)p,(x; c) =O 
where, denoting Pn,= = P,(c) and Pn: = Pn,cPn+l,r, 8,, J, and G, are given by 
6” = b,x + b, 
with 
(23) 
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6, = a2x2 + a,x + a0 + aJ,, 
+ Yn*+* Bpn - cP,+*Y,* 1 1 [ 
* 
+ I an+1 Q”n+*Bn* - Q)n ,flnTl- - 
an+l B ,I) n+l cl% 
ao= 
a:+* 
*,c+*n+lsYn+*P.2,c+ Pn+lpn* - Q)n 
an+l [ ( 
Ki1-- 
an+1 p )I n+l fz l 1 
(ii) If s(x) = x2 + c2, 
(ml&)&” + (4~~8, + d,, i- mJn)F; + (2a6” + 2xd’ t Gn)Fn = 8 
where% denoting Tn.=  P,( ic) and Tnf: = Tn,cTn+lc, On, J, and G, are as follows: 
em = ‘2X2 + r-,x + f== 
(24) 
with 
and 
with 
YntlTntc y* 
J!2= 2 i 
Tlr an+1 
n -v.=,]+= Yn*-Yn%-& 
[ 
’ 
an+1 1 
4-1 =  y~,l"c[&t+*-fl~+ &+l(YZ_Yn*+1)] 
n-h-l 
-J& &+* Y;-Y.=1-2$5) +B,*+1--~~ 9 
[ ( 1 
r, = 
Yf+laZTnfc + TnT p2 ff* 
&I 
(y,+1 2a,*Yn+, - ni:+I+l + CT,2+2.c- 
[ 1 
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KS +- 
an+I [Yn+lG ( - &+,Bz] Q)n+2 + [ cw,*Yn+l + &+*I%21 - %+I n+l * B2 %+l II 9 
f 3 =- 
Now, the consideration of the specific relations (20)-(22) for each of the classical orthogonal 
polynomials leqds to the second-or& differential equation satisfied by its corresponding 
semiclassical orthogonal polynomial P,(x; c), that is 
gz(x)F;I + gl(x)F; + go(x)& = 0 (29 
with 
g,(x) = i a+i. 
j=o 
Let us write it down for Ae Jacobi, Laguerre and Hermitc cases. 
(a) Semiclassical Jacobi polynomiak pia*8)(x, c), 1 c 1 2 1, with weight fumtion W(x) = 
Ix - c I(1 - x)a(l + x)B, (II > -1, b> -1. In this case, c2=4, c,=3 and co=2 and the 
coefficients a!‘) are given by J 
42) = 42’ = 42 - l (2) 
;a0 9 al21 = -a4 
(2) 
- as, 
(2) = 
a4 -(2n+crr+/3+2)Pz (26) 
and 
as) = -cai2j - [2 - c( p - a)] iaa), 
a,(*) = -[l -c(/3-cu)]aQ)- [~-a+~(tx+/?+2)]~a&~), 
all) = - [/ha+c(c~+/I+l)]a$~)+(a+/3+4)~a$~), 
a$‘) = ((II + B + 3) afj2) 
(27) 
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=~)=(a-B)~a~)+e$+cd,, 
ap=(n-B)aQ+(a+B+2)~o~)-d,+c(n+l)(n+a+8+l)~~2), 
a$@ = -n(n + a + /3 + 2)a%, 
(28) 
d,-,= 
1 
2n+a+j3+2 
2n(n + l)(n + a + J3 + l)2P,2,, , c 
+2(n + l)(n + a + l)(n + j3 + l)(n + a + /3 + 2)P,2, 9 
n+l - 
2n+a+#? [n(h + 3a + 318 + 4)(a - /3) 
+(2n+a+fl+l)(n+a+/3+2)(a2/32)]PG), 
where Pn,c = Pi*@)(c) and Pm: = Pn,CPn+l,C. 
For a = /3_= 0, the semiclassical Jacobi polynomials reduce to the semiclassical Legendre 
po@nomials Pn(x, c) = Fi”*‘)( x, c) which are orthogonal with respect to the weight function 
E(x)= Ix- c 1. Thus, the semiclassical Legendre polynomials will fulfi! the differential equation 
(25) but with the following much simpler a-coefficients: 
a$? = c( Pi+l,c f- P$), ai2) = -ai2kai2) - iai2), 
(29) 
ap = - a4 (2) - ai2)), ai2) = -2P* nc 
and 
2 (2) a$?= -:a0 - Cap), af) = -2ai2J - ai2), 
(30) 
(1) 
02 
= 4 (2) _ L (2) 
CQO p4 9 
ail) = 3ai2) 
aLo1 = c(n + l)[ nP:+, . C + (n + 2)p:~] - 2pn.cpn+l,c9 
a!‘)= [2- v(n + l)] Pi+l,C + [2 - (n + l)( n + 2)] PzC + c( n + 1)2aS), 
@I = -n(n + 2)ai2j, 
with Pn., = P,(c) = P’O’O’(c) and Pn: = P, =P,+* =. n * * 
(31) 
(b) Semiclassical generalized Laguerre pol~ynomiak c(x; c), c < 0, with weight function 
E(x) = (x - c)xQ eBx, a > - 1. Here c1 = c2 = 3 and co = 2, and the coefficients al’) are given 
bY 
af) = 0 ? #I = 1 -(n+1)c(L~+l,,-Ln~)2-ac(L2.-LL,*,), . 9 
l (2) alz’ =- ra* - cai2), ai2) = I;+ nc 
(32) 
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and 
and 
&’ = (1 + lY)a,(2), 
1 a,(l) = _ - ( c tY+c+3)a;2)-ca5t) 
(2) 
a$l’ = a1 (ol+c+2)ap+7 ap’ = -a$2I 
a,(“)=@-~(n+l))a$~)+-a +d,, l (2) 
c 1 ai21=na$2J 9 
with 
(33) 
(34) 
do = nb + w+*,c +(n+l)(n+ol+1)L~,C-(n+1)(2n+cy+1)L,*, 
where L,,= =L’*‘(c) and L* = L 
For QL = 0, ;he semiclasi&al 
L,+l C .
Laguerre polynomials L, = -(O) 
i&eral&ed Laguerre polynomials reduce to the semiclassical 
- L, which are orthogonal with respect to the weight function 
W(x) = (x - c) eBx. Then, the semiclassical Laguerre polynomials z,,(x) will fulfil the differen- 
tial equation (25) with the following much simpler coefficients ay:: 
QO 
(2) = 0 (2) = 
9 =i -4n + W,,, 
(3% Qp = l (2) -- Cal - caQ, ap = L” nc 
and 
af) = aI , (2) 
ap’= (c+ 2)fzi2)+ $10, (1) = a3 
and 
aho) = - cal ’ (2)-cdo, 
(0) = a, -c(n + l)ak2)+ cal ’ (2)+ do, 
where 
(0) 
Q2 = nap), 
(36) 
(37) 
do=(n+i)[nL~+,,,+(n+l)L~,,-(2n+l)L+,] 
and Lwz n 9 nc n,c =L’o’(c) p =6, L II-+1,C md Anc c ( Ln+l,c - Ln,c)2* 
(c) Semiclassical Hermite polynomials &x; c), with weight function W(x) = (x2 + c2) eVx2. 
Here, cl = 5, c2 = 4 and co = 4, and the coefficients aj’) are given by 
as = c 2 (2) a2 - &@ a,(2) = @ = 0 
af’ = 
[ 4c2 - 2(2n i 3)] Hz - H,2+2 C, -‘4(n + l)( n + 2)H,f,, (38) 
ai2’ c 4H* 
nc 
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t@ = a2 ==: a4 (1) (1) = 0, 
a$ = 2(2 - c2)ai2) + 2c2(c2 - 3)ai2j, 
ai11 = - 2ai2j 
(3% 
a~o)=2[1+(n+2)c2]a~2)-2c2[(n+2)c2-(n+1)]a~2)+4c2H~+2,c, 
(01 a1 = a$Oj = 0, 
a$” = [4c’ + 2( n + l)] ai2) + 2nai2’ + 4Hi+2,,, 
ai’) = 2nai2j, 
No 
= HJ ic) and H$ = H,,CHn+sC as previously said. 
(d) !Semicksskal Legendre polynomials &(x, i), with weight function W(X) = (x2 + 1). In this 
case, c, = 6, c, = 5 and co = 4 and the coefficients a?) are given by 
and 
and 
where 
as= -a4 , (2) aI21 = as21 = a12) = 0 3 
ai2)= -a6 , a a$2)=(n+l)[P$+P~+2,1] + 2n2z:t+5P$, 
(41) 
ai’) = a2 = a, (1) (1) = 0, af) = 2( ai2) - ai2)), a$l) = 6ai2) - 2at2), ai11 = 4ai2J 
(42) 
a0 to) = R. _ 2ai2), ap = ap = 0 9 ai’) = Rl + 6ai2) 9 aioJ =. -n(n + 3)ai2), 
(43) 
R,= -n(n + 1~2p,z,2.1 - (n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3)P,2, - SPz . 
R, = 
2n4 + 12n3 + 12n2 - l&z - 24 
n+2 Pn’: - n(n + 1)2e_f+2,1 
-(n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3)P5, 9 
with Pm.1 = P,(i) and P,t = Pn,l Pn+zl as previously said. 
know the second-order differential equation (25) satisfied by the semiclassical 
olynomials we are in a position to use a recent method [l] which allows to calculate 
on sum rules of zeros of these polynomials. Indeed, one can obtain the sum rules Y, of 
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any polynomial of degree n from its differential equation of type (25) via the following recursion 
relation: 
r+c*-3 =I 
c 4%3-r&n+* = -4 c qs,,i-, 
m- -1 j=o 
for r= 1,2,... . The S-quantities defined by 
( 1 
s 
s, = c x4 
1, + 1, x4 - xlz 
(where C, denotes a sum over all I’s subject to none of them being equal) may be expressed in 
termsofthesumrulesY,witht<r-las 
L 
0 ifs=O, 
$n(n + 1) ifs=l, 
8~~ (n-l)& ifs=2, 
+[(2n - s)yS+ + XfifyS_,JJ if s >, 3. 
Now, by taking the valu;;s (29)-(31), (35)-(37), (38)-(40) and (41)-(43) into the recurrence 
relation (44) and (45) lead in a straightforward but cumbersome way to the searched Newton 
sum rules of zeros given by equations (l)-(6), for the semiclassical Legendre polynomials with 
weight 1 x - c I, (7)-(lo), for the semiclassical Legendre with weight x2 + 1, (ll)-(15), for the 
semiclassical Laguerre polynomials and (16)-(19), for the semiclassical Hermite polynomials, 
respectively. 
It is interesting to point out that the results in Section 2, can be easily extended to any 
semiclassical polynomial orthogonal with respect to one of the following weight functions: 
F(x)= Ix-cIw(x), i?,(x) = (x2 + c’)w(x). 
Indeed, one can obtain the sum rules of zeros Y, for any polynomial of these two semiclassical 
sets by combining the relations (23) and (24) with (25) and (44), (45) respectively. This is 
straightforward and left to the reader. 
4. Concluding remarks 
The Newton sum rules of zeros ( Y,: r = 1,2,. . . ) of the semiclassical Legendre, Laguerre and 
Hermite polynomials are given in a recurrent way. These sums are basically the moments around 
the origin of the distribution of zeros of such polynomials and then, they characterize it 
completely. We have used a method which first requires to calculate the second-order differential 
equation satisfied by the SOP and then one evaluates the quantities Yr from the coefficients 
defining such a differential equation. This method may be used to study the distribution of zeros 
of any other polynomial orthogonal with respect to a function equal to a pure polynomial times a 
known weight function. 
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